
FRFD 

Flush Face Radial Flow diFFuseR



Typical Applications
FRFD radial flow diffusers are 

commonly used in laboratories and 

airborne infectious isolation rooms 

where short throw and high airflow 

capacity are required. These diffusers 

are are able to provide a high 

level of dilution while maintaining 

occupant comfort with a minimal 

number of diffusers. The FRFD is a 

combination of ASHRAE group A and 

group E diffusers and meets ASHRAE 

170 requirements for ventilation of 

healthcare facilities. 

FRFD Airflow Pattern Options

FRFD Installed in a Laboratory

FEATURES
 + Industry leading performance and 

adjustability

 + Versatile Face Options

 + Easy serviceability

 + Adjustable Inlet Damper

 + Exterior Insulation

CONSTRUCTION OPTIONS
 + Material

 - Steel plenum with aluminum face 
(FRFD/FRFDP/FRFDA) 

 - Aluminum (AFRFD/AFRFDP/
AFRFDA)

 - Stainless Steel (FRFDSS/FRFDPSS/
FRFDSSA)

 + Style

 - Perforated Face (FRFDP/AFRFDP/
FRFDPSS)

 - Adjustable air pattern (FRFDA/
AFRFDA/FRFDSSA)

Product Highlights
The FRFD is designed to handle large volumes of air in confined spaces; and to do so 
with maximum comfort and low room air velocities. Flush face radial flow diffusers are 
mounted in the ceiling and discharge air with a full radial pattern. 

Industry Leading Performance and Adjustability
 + The FRFD provides industry leading performance, producing low initial face velocity 

and minimizing entrainment of room air. 

 + Available with fixed or field adjustable airflow pattern: 

 - Fixed pattern is available as 1-way half radial or 2-way full radial airflow. 

 - Adjustable patten can provide 2-way radial, 1-way radial, 2-way horizontal, and 
vertical airflow. 

Versatile Face Options
 + The flush face design provides more clearance while also creating architectural 

appeal by blending with the existing ceiling line. The flush face design also prevents 
interference with sprinkler heads or other ceiling mounted equipment. 

 + Further architectural flexibility is available with the choice between a perforated face, 
and angled deflector vanes. Both options are designed for exceptional performance 
and architectural appeal.

Easy Serviceability
 + Quarter turn fasteners and stainless steel retainer cables make the diffuser face easy 

to remove for quick access to the plenum for cleaning and inlet damper adjustment. 

Adjustable Inlet Damper
 + The optional butterfly-style inlet air damper allows for air balancing and fine tuning 

ensuring delivery of the desired quantity of air.

 + The optimized blade design minimizes sound and pressure drop.

Exterior Insulation
 + The optional foil backed casing insulation controls condensation and thermal gain. 

The ½ inch external insulation meets ASTM E84 and UL723 requirements.

Angled Deflector Vanes Perforated Face

1/2 in. Foil Backed Insulation

Adjustable Inlet Damper

Half RadialFull Radial

Two-Way HorizontalVertical Down
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Dimensional Data

5 5/8"

L-1/4"

W-1/4"

Nominal Sizes

Imperial Hard Metric

Inlet Sizes W x L W x L

8 48 in. x 24 in. 1219 mm x 305 mm

8 48 in. x 24 in. 610 mm x 610 mm

10 24 in. x 24 in. 610 mm x 610 mm

10 24 in. x 24 in. 1219 mm x 610 mm

12 48 in. x 12 in. 1219 mm x 610 mm

Note: 12 in. (305mm) modules are not available with adjustable air pattern
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Product Improvement is a continuing endeavour at Price. Therefore, specifications are subject to change without notice.
Consult your Price Sales Representative for current specifications or more detailed information. Not all products may be

available in all geographic areas. All goods described in this document are warranted as described in the Limited Warranty
shown at priceindustries.com. The complete Price product catalog can be viewed online at priceindustries.com.
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